We describe a general-purpose method for But 2D and 3D problems are the same, so we formalize and unify the description of this key problem by taking advantage of two approaches proposed in the computer vision and pattern recognition context. Thus, in this paper, we present: 0 a Generalization of the ICP algorithm (GICP) to transforms such as similitude and homography in section 2, Unifying FCM and ICP is very powerful and generic, and allows a large class of algorithms to be generated that handle a great number of patterns in a p-dimensional space. Thus, as an illustration, we present in section 5 results obtained using the method which explains a data points set as the overlapping of simple geometric shapes when these shapes undergounder a simple geometric transform.
varied topics as 3D medical imaging, aerial site observation, and range images.
We distinguish two major approaches to 3D registration: matching in progress approaches such as hypothesis and verification 161 or IterativeClosest Point methods (ICP) [I] , and accumulation approaches [ 1 11 such as generalized Hough transforms. These methods perform only one shape model fitting. Few studies based on superquadrics have generalized registration to several shapes [7, 4, 101. For interpretation of 2D data, as opposed to 3D data, popular approaches in unsupervised pattern recognition are based on clustering. Thus, patterns are only particular shapes such as lines and ellipses but several patterns can be taken into account. Specifically, fuzzy clustering ap- But 2D and 3D problems are the same, so we formalize and unify the description of this key problem by taking advantage of two approaches proposed in the computer vision and pattern recognition context. Thus, in this paper, we present: 0 a Generalization of the ICP algorithm (GICP) to transforms such as similitude and homography in section 2, Unifying FCM and ICP is very powerful and generic, and allows a large class of algorithms to be generated that handle a great number of patterns in a p-dimensional space. Thus, as an illustration, we present in section 5 results obtained using the method which explains a data points set as the overlapping of simple geometric shapes when these shapes undergounder a simple geometric transform.
Introduction
Model-based interpretation of output from 2D edge detectors and 3D reconstruction algorithms has received growing attention over recent years. In particular, data matching and registration relative to a reference model, produced either interactively or automatically is of crucial importance in computer vision. Recent examples can be found in such 1015-4651196 $5.00 0 1996 IEEE Proceedings of ICPR '96 
Generalized Iterative Closest Point method
Besl [ 11 has introduced an interesting 3D rigid registration algorithm named Iterative Closest Point (ICP) where matching is implicitly done in an iterative least square minimization of the distance between data and model. The convergence of the ICP algorithm to a local minimum is demonstrated, when data are exhaustive and the transform between data and model is a rigid displacement. But a natural generalization for rigid transforms to nonrigid ones is to substitute rigid displacement by another type of transform F such as a similitude, an affine or homographic transform.
Given a data set of points, we suppose that we know the shape modeling this set, and the type of the deformation between data and model. For instance, to interpret a data set which is the sampling of a parallelogram, we can choose the unit square, in its centered reference system, as the model shape which undergo affine deformations. The aim of the GICP is to obtain the best transform which superposes data and model shape.
In this paper, we focus on five types of transforms F , but numerous extensions can be developed such as snakes, splines and physical deformable models. The five chosen types of transform are: For particular shapes: the unit square, the unit circle and the unit isosceles triangle in its centered reference system, it is interesting to bear in mind the class of shapes generated when these simple shapes undergo one of the previous transforms. With the unit square, all squares, rectangles, parallelograms or quadrilaterals can be interpreted by choosing the adequate transform, whereas with the unit circle, it is the set of all circles, ellipses, or conics. Figure 1 shows the different possibilities in detail. Note that a set of points, lines or triangles, implicit or parametric curvehrface can be used as the model of the shape.
GICP algorithm
We now describe how to find F with the GICP algorithm, when the data is a set { X % }~= I , . . ,~ o f n given points: centered unit tria centere
Trans. Displa. Simil. Affine Homo. The Generalized 1terat.ive Closest Point algorithm needs to be able to compute andytically the best least square solution for each transform type (step g'), when two sets of n matched points ( { X i } and {X,'}) are given. For each of the transforms discussed here, an algorithm for finding the best solution in step g' exists. If F is an affine transform, this evaluation is just a linear least square problem, but for other types of transforms, the solution is not so obvious (see [8] for the displacement case, for example). 
Convergence The Generalized Iterative Closest Point algorithm always converges monotonically to a local minimum with respect to the mean-square objective function ( I ) .
This convergence theorem of the GICP algorithm is exactly the same as the one proposed in [ 1 ], in a more generic framework, since its demonstration does not require transform F to be a rigid displacement.
The reason why the algorithm converges is that the two steps step g and step g' of the GICP algorithm reduce the mean distance e G I c p between corresponding points at each iteration. Because X : is the closest point to F ( X , ) , step g reduces individually each term of sum (l), and thus also the average distance. step g' generically reduces the average distance, because it is a least square minimization. Consequently, as the lower bound of e G I c p is 0, the algorithm must converge monotonically to a local minimum value with respect to e G I C p . respectively, a translation, a rigid displacement, a similitude, a scale transform, an affine transform and a homographic transform. In this example, the model shape is the unit square in its canonical reference system. Note that the data can be truncated without setting the algorithm a problem.
Clustering Method
The ICP approach is limited by the fact that only one shape model can be used at a time. The key idea is then to add a clustering framework to the GICP algorithm to obtain a multi-shapes interpretation method. But before describing this new method in detail (section 4), a clustering algorithm named Fuzzy c-Means (FCM) and its advantages are presented.
Many clustering methods are available, but we choose FCM because it uses fuzzy memberships of a data point which sum to one across classes. Thus, ambiguous points do not bias the solution as is the case for hard methods.
For our problem, this property is very important in order to avoid trivial solutions where the model shape is reduced to a point or degenerated, and to improve convergence speed.
Fuzzy Clustering Method
The FCM algorithm, introduced by Bezdek [2] , and its derivatives have been very successfully used in many applications such as pattern recognition and image segmentation. Fuzzy clustering is a generalization of partitioning methods in that the clusters are not sub-sets but fuzzy sub-sets of the data set of n points in RP. That is, each data point X , has a membership u i k between 0 and 1 which is a degree of sharing for each cluster IC. It is assumed that the memberships u t k are computed so that their sum for each point is 1. This constraint forces the cluster method to explain the whole data set by c fuzzy sub-sets. Cluster prototype is the center of gravity TI; of the cluster. The clustering algorithm minimizes the following functional:
n c C with x u z k = 1.
The FCM algorithm is summarized as follows (the convergence to a local minimum of this algorithm is demon- 
Extensions
In the FCM algorithm, the cluster prototype is only a point. It seems very interesting for computer vision and pattern recognition applications to have a more generic prototype, such as a geometrical shape which may be a line,a triangle, a rectangle or an ellipse. FCM derivatives exist which allow some particular model shapes to be considered: lines and hyper-planes [2], hyper-ellipsoidal shells [3] , spherical shells [9] by changing the prototype definition. But these methods are specific only to a particular shape. By introducing the ICP approach, we overcome this limitation and propose in the next section a generic algorithm to cluster geometric shapes which can be applied to a great number of shapes only by defining a procedure to find the closest point on the shape to a given point.
Unification of GICP and FCM algorithms
We can notice similarities and connections between FCM and GICP algorithms. First, the two methods minimize an objective function (1) and (2) by a two-step iterative algorithm. In particular step f' and step g' are the same computation: the geometric transform between shape and data. Moreover, the equation is the same with the GICP in the translation case, and the FCM in one cluster prototype case. Thus, the key idea is to add theclustering framework to the GICP algorithm to obtain a Multi-Objects Interpretation method (MOI).
Description of the MO1 algorithm
The Multi-Object Algorithm without outliers is: Consequently, the MO11 algorithm minimizes the objective function below:
with C u z k = 1 and Xik E S .
k= 1 We can view the GICP algorithm as a particular case of the MO1 algorithm, when the cluster is unique (u,1 = I). And we can interpret the FCM algorithm as another particular case, when the shape model S is reduced to a point and the transform F k is a translation Tk.
Convergence
The Multi-Object Interpretation algorithm always converges monotonically to a local minimum with respect to the mean-square objective furrction (6) (m > 1).
The outlines of the demonstration are analogous to those of GICP and FCM. The principle IS that each step reduces the objective function (6). Of course this convergence is only to a local minimum. Thus, the question arises as to initializing the MO1 algorithm to reach an interesting minimum.
Initialization
In the GICP and MO1 approaches, an initial solution is assumed to be known because, the obtained solution is critically dependent in pr,actice on the initial estimation. In particular, the less the transform is constrained, the nearer the initialization must be to the correct result.
Consequently, we propose a scheme for the initialization of Fk transforms: 0 Find the translation T k of Fk by identification to solutions of the FCM algorithm.
0 Use inertia matrices of previous fuzzy subsets to compute an initial rotation or an initial affine transform.
Of course, coarse-to-fine approach can be used, such as find the best displacements, then the best affine transforms, and finally the best homographic transforms (see figure 2) .
We assume the data shapes not to be interlaced in this scheme. This approach is satisfactory in most of the configurations. But, as it is, shown in figure 3, although the method is able to cope with certain particular and difficult configurations, when it fails further investigation is required with regard to initializing the MO1 algorithm.
Results
In figure 3(a) , point sets are synthetic, but noisy and partial. The first set is 3 intersecting ellipses. The second is a parallelogram intersecting an ellipse. The scheme of the MO1 initialization does not always give a good initialization because the data shapes are interlaced, nevertheless in this case it is sufficient and the MO1 algorithm succeeds. Figure 3(b) shows that the MO1 algorithm can produce interesting solutions although the model shapes do not match the data, thus it is relatively robust. This property allows the proposed method to be used to segment data with heterogeneous patterns. In this case, the criterion used is the mean distance between model shapes and data. shows the application of the MO1 algorithm in the simple case where the model shape is the unit sphere and the transform is affine. Data points are from a human head, courtesy of P.Fua [ 5 ] . Bottom up and down, sides of the skull and forehead are well recognized. Of course, our method also serves as a framework for image segmentation in planar, quadratic or cubic patches.
Conclusion
First, we propose a generalization of the ICP method to several important transforms such as similitudes and homographic transforms. But, as only one object can be take into account by the Generalized Iterative Point algorithm, we propose a new method for Multi Object Interpretation of a point data set. This method takes advantage of fuzzy clustering algorithms and the weighted GICP algorithm to produce robust results from noisy data. The MO1 algorithm is described in a simple manner. Nevertheless, it is very powerful and generic. Moreover, the MO1 algorithm is easily controlled by a small number of parameters: the most important of them is the number c of clusters.
Finally, we would like to point out that the proposed approach where clustering and implicit registration are mixed is a promising research topic. We believe that the approach can be successfully applied with snakes, splines and physical deformable models, etc. The extension to 2D functions allows image segmentation algorithms to be produced very directly. Although generalization to p-D projections of q-D shapes may raise problems of stability, it is nevertheless an interesting subject with important applications in multiobject tracking.
